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Jonny and Hadji must enter a world of virtual reality in order to decide whether Q-Space is truly magical or a sinister
scientist is behind the simulation, and they must choose sides in a battle of witchery versus science in order to save Dr.
Benton Quest.

As fellow baby-boomers may recall, Jonny Quest originally aired in prime-time on ABC during the television
season. The show ran on Friday nights at 6: Instead of an animated Jack, Wildey came up with a spirited
Jonny! Jonny Quest was the adventurous young son of widower Dr. Those opening credits promised all kinds
of eye-opening action in upcoming episodes. Eight-year-old kids like me were treated to snippets of a
screeching pteranodon, a rampaging mummy, a pair of giant lizards on leashes, and a weird cyclopean eye that
crept about on spidery legs. Jonny Quest had instantly become my favorite TV show! Quest and his team to
come to Ghiva to search for the stolen artifact. Ahmed schemes to blame Dr. Quest and Race for the theft, but
the mummy eventually catches up with him. Holding a struggling Ahmed over its head, the mummy and
Ahmed perish when Ghiva catacombs topple on top of them. Yes, this plot is straight out of a Universal
mummy movie of the s, but so what? The mummy itself is great â€” tall, unstoppable, powerful; in one early
scene it impressively bursts through a wall. Alerted to the object, Dr. Quest and Race tow a large, black globe
from the craft back to base. The latter reveals itself to be a robot spy of Dr. Before long, it has recorded the
plans for Dr. The military attempts to stop the metallic emissary, but nothing can halt its implacable stride.
Once the cyclopean spy is back inside the abandoned flying craft in which it arrived, it appears all hope is lost
â€” until Dr. Some might not consider Dr. Before seeing this episode, I had thought, based on the JQ opening
credits montage, that the eerie creature was alive. It seems that the not-so-good doctor has turned lizards into
fierce dragon-like monsters the size of large horses; Dr. Ashida sometimes stages dragon vs. Race wins the
match. Ashida tells the Quests they still cannot leave. However, the Quests do escape, and the
more-than-fed-up Sumi tosses Dr. Ashida to the very beasts the scientist has created. The Ashida dragons look
fairly impressive, resembling fierce, mutated iguanas. They get to tree Dr. Ashida â€” offscreen of course.
Quest and company discover that a mad slaver named Deen has imprisoned natives on a high plateau; there,
Deen forces them to mine the same mineral the Quest crew has sailed into the jungle to retrieve. Deen controls
Turu, a huge pteranodon that both kidnaps natives for the mining crew and makes sure none of the natives
escape. Quest quickly run afoul of Turu; Deen subsequently orders the flying monster to kill them. Armed
with a bazooka, Race fires several shells at the winged terror until it crashes into a tar pit. Deen attempts to
save his prehistoric companion, but instead perishes along with his pet. Turu also sports a fierce screech, and
his many swoops and attacks are well-rendered. In addition, Turu and Deen evoke a certain pathos. Turu is
clearly obedient to Deen, yet Deen consoles the pteranodon when it initially fails to find and kill Dr. While
obviously evil in other ways, Deen shows, in his nurturing of Turu, that he at least had a little good in him.
The fearful scientist radios Dr. In short order, Dr. Quest and company discover that a living but transparent
energy monster is loose on the island. Utilizing their rocket belts, the Quest team drops paint bombs on the
invisible organism, which is revealed to be a strange, ghost-like creature with one eye and a wide, wavering
mouth. This episode featured my favorite JQ creature. Once the Invisible Monster became visible, I remember
being really knocked out. This thing was weird, it was alien, it was -- dare I say it? Just as effective as its
bizarre graphic realization was the weird, Theramin-like cry that wailed from its quivering cave of a mouth. Of
course, the episode did cheat a little. But when it becomes visible, it leaves no footprints at all since it clearly
has no feet! Quest and spirits him to nearby Moy Tu island. Ling has developed a method that turns ordinary
creatures into giants, and he insists that Dr. Quest help him work out some bugs in his process. Quest of
course refuses. Meanwhile, Race acquires the help of Jade, a former flame, who agrees to help. Quest, only to
find a gun at his back. Ling tries to escape by boat, but one of his creations, a gigantic lizard, arises from the
sea and forces him and his henchmen to flee to shore. There, the monstrous reptile blunders into a tangle of
high-voltage wires, electrocuting both itself and Ling. This episode even features two dueling kaiju -- a
gigantic crab and a king-sized spider who engage in creature combat on Moy Tu Island. Raj Guru, one of Dr.
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As it turns out, the so-called Yeti are actually the henchmen of the conniving Osom, who wants to take over
the village for his own purposes. Quest, Race, and Raj Guru. And yes, this could bring to mind the fury of the
abominable snowman of Half Human. Quest and company spot the Star of Borneo and, using the Quest
vertical take-off jet, land on the deserted ship. The Quests discover Charlie, a Chinese cook, hiding in a freezer
locker, as well as the fact that the marauding monster is deterred only by fire and strong light. Quest use
search lights and blow torches to hold the creature at bay, but Charlie saves the day by causing the monster to
fall from the mast into the ocean below. At the end, Quest and company are rescued while the sea monster
swims deeper and deeper into the dark ocean depths. The sea creature, which Dr. Quest describes as a cross
between the mythical beasts the manticore and hippocampus, makes for a suitably scaly opponent. However,
the series found new life via reruns. In , CBS picked up the show for their Saturday morning lineup and kept it
on their schedule until Then, ABC ran it on Saturdays from Finally, NBC got hold of the show in In ,
Hanna-Barbera produced thirteen new episodes of Jonny Quest and teamed them with the original twenty-six
episodes in a single syndication package. These elements clashed with the more restrained aspects of the
original twenty-six episodes. The Cyber Insects As for the Jonny Quest of the s, it still evokes fond memories
for many a Monster Kid. Brimming with spirited adventure and creepy creatures, Jonny Quest lives on in the
ten-year-old hearts of many a fortysomething adult.
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Hoist by His Own Petard: The phrase is almost used word for word in "The Darkest Fathoms. In "Eclipse", a
succubus-like creature entices Hadji and tries to drain Jessie of her lifeforce. I Know Mortal Kombat: In the
episode Nemesis, Jonny and Hadji lose their jeep and acquire a tank. Hadji asks Jonny if he knows how to
operate one, and Jonny replies "Tank Leader 2. Highest score ever recorded. A rather odd example, from
Lorenzo of all people, in "Without a Trace. Jonny, Jessie and Hadji get themselves captured while trying to
rescue the President. Bandit is also there. Can I keep him? It took sending him back to prehistoric times with a
nuke before he was finally considered dead. We make a pretty good team, dad. Especially when the chips are
down. In "Amok", among others. Just a Stupid Accent: To the point that the accented English actually
becomes impossible to understand: See "Rock of Rages". Killed Off for Real: Therefore, just to be sure , he
got sent back to prehistoric times and blown up by a nuclear bomb, leaving his mask behind for good measure.
Kissing Under the Influence: Jonny and Jessie in "Ghost Quest. Hadji and another character convince the
spirits to literally kiss and make up Jessie even teases Jonny about it later in the episode. Jonny is prone to Ice
Cream Koans. This is promptly lampshaded: Every great fiction held strongly in human belief is the mistaken
image of some great truth. What the heck does that mean? The Monster of the Week in "Diamonds and Jade".
An interesting variation appears in "Ice Will Burn". Or daughters in the case of Dr. Zin, although only Anaya
actually fits the "falls in love with a hero" part of the trope. The trope is hilariously subverted in "Trouble on
the Colorado," though: There was never an upskirt shot, ever. In "Heroes," going with the Greek theme.
Which is ironic because the second season features Quest World more frequently than the first. Said cousin
kills the uncle in a flashback, and said cousin gets his , allowing Hadji to take his birthright, which he shares
with his mother. The teasers for "To Bardo and Back" featured Jonny and Jessie fighting some kind of
mechanized bull creature. Nothing remotely like this appears in the episode. New Powers as the Plot
Demands: Quite a number of people though rarely major characters and never anyone on the main team end
up getting pretty blatantly killed off. No Eye in Magic: Surd via reflection, he made Medusa! Surd see his own
reflection in it so he would petrify himself. No One Could Survive That: Usually given to the Villain of the
Week in some variation. However, with Ezekiel Rage, one of his recurring tropes was his subverting it. Race
uses the phrase verbatim referring to his inspector friend, the one with 10 children, in "Diamonds and Jade. An
exception with two Estellas: Oddly, there are also two "Dr. Only Known by Their Nickname: A genetic
disorder that only affects men. Hadji tries to "calm its raging spirit" You do not touch his "Ponchita. Not even
an evil demon can keep him from saving Jonny. Phlebotinum Killed the Dinosaurs: Via the nuke Ezekiel Rage
took with him to the past in his last episode. Jessie has a pink shirt, and when the team gets swim gear or
parkas that are identical save for their colors, Jessie gets the pink ones. A Pirate Years Too Late: The fake
ghost pirates in "The Darkest Fathoms". Jonny, Jessie and Hadji, although which kind of power trio they are is
hard to pinpoint. Another way of seeing them is the Freudian way: Hadji as a rare, not exactly unemotional
Super-Ego. Jonny as the impulsive, emotion-driven Id. Jessie as the Ego, who has a lot of the emotions of the
Id, balanced with much of the rationality of the Super-Ego. Race Against the Clock:
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Fred Seibert touted Quest as the " Home Alone of adventure", with "high-tech, multicultural themes" that
would appeal to contemporary youth. Using video post-production high-end specialized tools, including
Henry, Spirit, Flame, and others, the team strove to deliver a high-speed computer editing and post-production
process. Example of digital painting for a reflective water texture in "East of Zanzibar" We almost have a fine
cut before we start animating. The pencil test is imported into the computer By having camera mounts on
multiple levels, it enables us to review the whole show without the animation. We can re-cut the
showâ€”effectively ADR the showâ€”and not only send the tape, but print it as well. The tape goes to the
compositor and the whole thing is laid together way upfront. This is the same group that set up and maintained
the in-house digital ink and paint systems for Hanna Barbera as well as the Avid and Pro Tools systems used
in Post Production. The group was founded and managed by Stephen Toback. QuestWorld characters were
created as wire frame models, augmented with faces scanned from clay busts, then digitally painted and inked.
The Quests would sparingly fight " monsters of the week ", instead battling antagonists whose conflicts lay in
"personal objective or ambition Quest with a fleet of air, land, and sea vehicles, including a s biplane and
state-of-the-art catamaran named Questor with diving bells and smaller research vessels stored in the hulls.
We decided to make the show more Jonny-centric. Quest and Race show. Jonny was just hanging outâ€”after
all, what can a year-old do? Hadji Quest, age 16, became Dr. He can do more plausible stuff. There is an
episode where Hadji pretends to stop his breathing so that the bad guys think he is dead. Jessie Bannon, age
15, was characterized to be just as tough, smarter, and more thoughtful than Jonny. Written as "more of an
egghead", she elected to spend time with Dr. Quest as Jonny did with Race, and was "more in tune with
Hadji". Peter Lawrence sculpted Race to be a "cowboy philosopher or philosopher-warrior". Benton Quest,
age 55, retired from government research and operated from the "Quest Compound" on the coast of Maine.
Quest regained his classic red hair and exhibited rudimentary combat skills. Falk regarded Jessie as the
"missing piece needed to complete the Quest family", and Leopold added slight romantic overtones to
episodes. Jonny saved Jessie from danger several times. Leopold and Falk sought to create a "slam-bang
adventure show with real monsters" and heightened narrative emphasis on Jonny and his friends. Quest would
have turned the system off. Zin and his twin daughters, Anaya and Melana,. Jeremiah Surd in favor of new
adversaries. Roth as Jonny, George Segal as Dr. Jeremiah Surd and Ezekiel Rage, respectively. A childhood
fan of the original series, J. He looks up to him and thinks he is the smartest man ever to walk to face of the
earth. He has the typical teenage relationship with his father, but his father definitely sees something in him.
Quest knows that Jonny is going to be something really special. I mean, how many East Indian heroes have
been on television? Hadji is for the sensitive kids out there. He is the outsider in all of us. Jessie is pretty cool.
It is not like she is a girl who is whining all the time. If anything, she is a really good springboard for the rest
of the storyline. I think something will happen between them but right now Jess is his best friend. That was
quite remarkable. Quest, but was forced into retirement by a stroke during early sessions. Van Dusen voiced
Bannon in the Quest series, and Foxworth took over the part after auditioning for Dr. Turner also marketed
Zebco fishing poles bearing the Quest logo. Turner listed several products in a "Quest Adventure Value Pack"
coupon catalogue. Metropolitan newspapers worked with Turner to promote the videos through grab-bag
give-aways. The new series is the beginning of what will be a multi-faceted global programming, marketing
and merchandising effort Virgin designed certain segments to be viewed with packaged stereostopic
Chromatek plastic glasses. Pac-Man rip-offs and dopey jigsaws".
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I have always thought those letters looked more like script JA than anything else. Others have argued that the
letters are "JQ" and were added to the clip for copyright reasons; I have, in the past, let myself be swayed by
those arguments. To be honest, if one looks at an enlargement of the plane , the letters could very well be
"JQ". It seems to be pretty clear when looked at with a fresh eye. I asked a non-JQ fan to look at the image,
and asked "What do you see? The second letter looks pretty close to the Quest "Q", but the first letter could be
a "J" or a reversed "C", or something else entirely. One possibility is that the symbols are actually "X2",
written closely together to provide some sort of logo effect. No idea what "X2" might mean, of course.
However, any resolution with have to involve not only a visual check but also a logical one. No one has come
forward with the official explanation of why those letters are there in that clip known to be from the Jack
Armstrong pilot effort. I think we are unlikely to get one. No letters appear on the plane in the rest of the
Jonny Quest episodes. And actually, the letters are even missing from the tail fin during another part of the
Jack Armstrong clip - the part where the hovercraft enters the plane. Recent conversations with fans have led
me to reconsider both sides but not reach any firm conclusions. Not that any of this will settle the matter once
and for all; to the contrary, I think this debate will continue for the indefinite future, until some authority or
technology arises to resolve the discussion. My new thinking as I said: It makes sense to me that the letters are
JA, because Jack Armstrong was a very well-known franchise at the time, having spent years in production on
radio. Some have questioned why the initials of a high-school student as originally presented in the Jack
Armstrong radio programs would be emblazoned on the tail fin of a plane owned and operated by someone by
the name of Jim Fairfield the uncle of friends of Jack, Billy and Betty Fairfield. I agree that it does not make
much sense from that context. However, at the time Hanna-Barbera was working on the pilot effort, the radio
program had moved on from its initial premise. Jack Armstrong had graduated from high school and was now
working for a government agency called the Science Bureau of Investigation SBI. Perhaps this was now the
venue for the series being developed by Hanna-Barbera? If so, it is slightly more likely that Jack would have
his own plane, and would possibly have those "JA" letters on the tail fin. There were no copyright issues
raised when the clip was used for Jonny Quest, probably because the Jack Armstrong folks did not own the
copyright on the clip -- rather Hanna-Barbera if anyone did. And the letters are so small and unclear especially
when viewed on TV screens typical in the s and the duration of the scene is so short, that no one ever thought
there was or would be a problem. For, if the letters were JQ and they were added to the clip, one would
certainly think they would subsequently appear in the show as well - but they did not. The "JQ" arguments a
visual check of an enlarged image seems to show the letters "JQ" rather clearly The letters appear only in one
segment. If they were part of the original segment, one would expect them to show up in both segments of the
clip that show the tail fin. The letters are not drawn the the same clarity of line that the rest of the artwork
shows. It makes sense that this would only occur if the clip was going to be re-used for the Jonny Quest
project; therefore the argument is for the letters "JQ". There werecopyright issues raised when the clip was
used for Jonny Quest, probably by the Jack Armstrong folks. So Hanna-Barbera attempted to differentiate the
original clip from the Jack Armstrong effort by adding "JQ" in that single place. That may have been enough
to satisfy the Jack Armstrong folks, and so no other symbols were added to the ending credits or to the
episodes. The bottom line It really comes down to visual arguments vs. Each type seems to indicate a different
answer. Arguing from logic says it makes no sense for "JQ" to be on one segment only, that H-B did not do
any unnecessary work and so left the "JA" in place , and that by enlarging the image beyond normal
expectations may also be distorting it. Unfortunately, your guess is as good as mine.
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action-adventure television series produced by Hanna-Barbera and broadcast on Cartoon Network from August 26, to
April 16,

Quest by Alice Starseer is shining, and informs his sleeping father. Nearby, three men and one woman are
performing an Anasazi ritual with a feather dropped in a puddle and dust sprinkled into the air. The people
continue their ritual as one man lights a peace pipe and blows smoke on the feather. The team soon enter
dangerous waters, and after a maneuver to avoid a branch throws them slightly off course, the raft overturns
on a rock as Jonny struggles to reel Bandit in. Quest and Race are nearby on a shore and reel in Jessie and
Hadji, who has lost his helmet and turban. Bandit is nowhere to be found, his life jacket having ominously
washed up on the canyon beach. Quest laments losing some gear and rations, but Jonny finds paw prints and
pleads with his father to search for Bandit and rendezvous with Race and Benton at sunset. He acquiesces to
the request, and Jonny, Jessie, and Hadji set out to find their pawed friend. Quest cannot wait to meet Alice
and hear of hear trip, including visits to other galaxies. The teens find that the paw prints lead to a steep
canyon wall, while Jessie find an inscription denoting the presence of the Colorado Exploration Expedition.
Jonny reasons that if the one-armed Powell did it in the Old West, he is well qualified to climb the walls. At
night, Benton and Race wait in one of the Anasazi cliff dwellings; suddenly, Lorenzo appears with a
submachine gun and orders them to stand down. Race kicks a log at him from the fire and tangles as the gun is
knocked away. In the resulting fight, Lorenzo feigns forfeiture before reaching for the gun. Race trips him up
with a stick thrown to him by Dr. Quest, but as Benton recovers the gun, Julia enters and trains her gun on
him. At the cliff, Jonny and Jessie have made it, the latter wondering how Bandit climbed the canyon. Act
Two The alien homeworld Hadji nears disaster as the hold crumbles further; Jonny tries to reach him with a
rope but is two feet short. He spots a shrub nearby and ties his feet to it, then lowers Jessie down by holding
on to her ankles. Hadji is able to reach her and climb up, and there the team find the Native Americans from
before with Bandit. Back at the ruins, Julia and Lorenzo load Race and Dr. Jonny, Jessie, and Hadji with the
Native Americans go to the ruins, and find shell casings and blood from the scuffle. She resists, appearing as a
demonic scorpion; Surd overpowers her and begins exploring her memories of the galaxy, witnessing the birth
of a star in the process. Quest and Race face death upon the edge of a cliff, Jonny, Hadji, and the Indians from
before appear, distracting Julia and Lorenzo as Jessie unties her elders. The combined attack quickly subdues
both foes as Race satisfyingly punches Julia. Just as Surd finds the alien home planet in her memory, Benton
disconnects him. They then let Surd go free, as tribal custom dictates that the chief cannot pass well unless all
prisoners are freed. Alice drops the father on his mummified body and sprinkles dust before singing into the
night.
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Edit The series follows Dr. Writer, Peter Lawrence set the story a few years after the classic series, making
Jonny and his friends teenagers. Stressing plausibility, he suggested writers cover real-world enigmas,
cryptozoology, unique locales, an alien posing as the vice president, and fictional but "believable" mysteries.
Ezekiel Rage, a former government agent left for dead on a botched mission, would try to destroy the world
with nuclear terrorism. The Quests would sparingly fight "monsters of the week", instead battling antagonists
whose conflicts lay in "personal objective or ambition Lawrence stationed the family at a new compound on
the coast of Maine, replete with houses, barns, and workshops. Rooms suited for each character included a
library for Dr. Quest with a fleet of air, land, and sea vehicles, including a s biplane and state-of-the-art
catamaran named Questor with diving bells and smaller research vessels stored in the hulls. He is an
adventurous, impulsive youth, who accompanies his father on his phenomenology experiments with relentless
curiosity and positivity. He keeps a pet bulldog named Bandit. Hadji Singh â€” Age 16, became Dr. Hadji
often used wise aphorisms, taken from diverse cultures and sources, sometimes baffling Jonny. There is an
episode where Hadji pretends to stop his breathing so that the bad guys think he is dead. Benton Quest â€”
Age 55, retired from government research and operated from the "Quest Compound" on the coast of Maine.
Driven by curiosity, he was "consulted by individuals, governments and corporations" to investigate enigmatic
events. Described as "single-mindedâ€”almost to the point of obsessionâ€”in his pursuit of knowledge", he
often encountered trouble as "his drive to learn blanks out more basic instincts like self-preservation. He
married Rachel Wildey, whom bore Benton a son, Johnathan, but was killed by an adversarial, undisclosed
event some years later. Benton Quest for several years as a government-assigned bodyguard, and now by
choice. Race came from a western American setting, acquiring several colorful similes and turns of phrase
growing up. He worked for government agencies in various roles, eventually retiring to work solely with Dr.
He is the father of Jessie Bannon. She identifies with Dr. Quest more than her father, and is eager to analyze
new information and help in the course of Dr. Her father often calls her by the nickname "panchita". Jeremiah
Surd â€” One of the main antagonists in The Real Adventures of Jonny Quest, his main goal is to take revenge
against Race Bannon for the incident that left him disabled. He also wants to completely take over Questworld
and use it for criminal purposes. Surd is ruthless, cruel and extremely dangerous with a burning hatred for
Race Bannon and the Quests. Although paralysed in the real world, he is a great danger in the virtual world of
Questworld using it for his own evil purposes.
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I came in resigned that they would all be dogs. Smart dogs destined to run the world one day of course, but
dogs nonetheless. In fact, she respected her blunt attitude and found her opinions on most subjects well
thought out and accurate, but she still had trouble opening up with her despite the fact that they had been
together twenty-four-seven since orientation. She suspected it was a combination of all three though. Humans
are not monogamists by nature. The fact that you have stuck it out for four years with the same guyâ€¦you
should mark that as one in the win column and move on. Pre-med, ridiculously rich, even more ridiculously
handsome and lest we forget he has had a hard on for you since the day we arrived. What is the problem
exactly? Come on, it will be so amazing. Two weeks of no school and just the ten of us in a luxury cabin. You
areâ€¦you know we could run this school, right? We could sample all these fine specimens and then hand pick
the ones we want. Are you gonna give me a hug? Any lingering annoyance she felt toward her roommate,
however, quickly left her when she caught sight of her father. She had not realized how much she missed him
until she was in his arms. Who do we have here? So nice to meet you. Where will you be spending break?
Theresa, oh my god, did you hear? Oh wow," Martha then stopped, having the same fangirl reaction upon
noticing Dr. I just found out our flight was cancelled and wanted to let Theresa know," she huffed out of
breath, but Jessie suspected she delivered the news in person to get an introduction to Dr. All of our parents
are travelling abroad anyway," Theresa waved off. You are welcome to join us until you can get to Colorado,"
Dr. We have to let everyone know and pack some lighter clothes! Quest looked a little sheepish. That was so
generous," she grinned, but knew she was not convincing. I very much look forward to hearing what all the
young smart minds at my alma mater have to say though. Quest was out of earshot. I was really looking
forward to Christmas being just the five of us, I guess. Self-imposedâ€¦I know," she threw her hands up. Quest
was going for the more the merrier at this point. Quest was feeling generous. Your mother and grandmother
flew in from Columbia last night. They would have come to pick you up, but were dead on their feet from
travelling. Oh, and my parents are meeting us there," he finished with a tired shrug. Please act surprised when
you see your mother by the way He picked up on the first ring. You trying to get lucky or something? Your
dad asked me to keep it a surprise. By the wayâ€¦ a few of those Harvard fools will be joining us too. It will be
nice to get to know the people you spend most of your time with though. It will make me worry about you
less. Is that even possible? Hear my soul speak. The very instant that I saw you, did my heart fly to your
service. Your review has been posted.
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Tom and Jerry Original Dr. It is a nanotech-based 3D printer that can create anything. Zin breaks out of prison
and attempts to get revenge on Mystery. When that fails, he locks her in a cell with intent to kill her when the
time comes. Jonny and the gang join forces with Mystery, Inc. However, they must find a way to get back
home when it becomes clear that it is getting hotter due to the magma surrounding the underground world
during a time of seismic activity. When they reach the Moon, however, they are stranded when their ship is
destroyed. Agent Corbin proceeds to contact Mystery, Inc. Quest and his family to get home. Moby Dick
rescues the Quest team who are soon picked up by Aquaman. However, they must stop Ocean Master before
he destroys the surface world. They are accompanied by Speed Buggy and his friends. Zin is after them, so
they must avoid him at all costs. Somehow, someone is trying to help the stranded group. The person helping
them turns out to be a missing scientist who has discovered a way of producing hydrogen for fuel. Together,
they must find a way off the island before it sinks. Zin kidnaps the Quest team and some others and takes them
onboard his new airship which he intends to use to conquer the world. However, Blue Falcon and Dynomutt
get wind of this and arrive to stop Dr. Wells While experimenting with a time machine, the Quest team find
themselves in a post-apocalyptic future world. Now, they must team-up with Thundarr the Barbarian in order
to get back to their home time. To do that, they need to fix the time machine. How will they be able to do that?
Wells The Quest team are once again taking Josie and the Pussycats to a concert engagement in Japan when
they shipwreck on an island where Dr. Ashida, has created humanoid animals through genetic engineering and
has enslaved them. Ashida is seeking revenge on the Quest team after their previous encounter resulted in him
being confined to a wheelchair. However, Jonny plans to instigate a slave rebellion against Dr. Wells While
hosting Josie and the Pussycats at their house, the Quest team receive word that a scientist has invented a
potion that has turned him invisible and is now terrorizing his home town. The Quest team use the cover of a
Josie and the Pussycats concert to try and catch the villain. Quest finds himself facing a new threat: The Quest
team joins forces with Superman to stop the invasion. But how can they handle it? Zin is back, and he intends
to use his airship to take over the world again. This time, he has equipped the airship with weapons of mass
destruction. The Quest team and the Super Friends must work together to stop them. But how can they when
Dr. Zin keeps getting one step ahead of them?
9: Jonny Quest: The Real Adventures/Episodes | Toonami Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
On March 27, , Warner Archive released The Real Adventures of Jonny Quest: Season 1, Volume 2 on DVD in Region 1
as part of their Hanna-Barbera Classics Collection.
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